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Dear Sir Madam

I see no need to change the law on terminations. We don't want to encourage further
 abortions and the Queensland Government should be doing more the support at risk
 pregnancies. Its murder to kill a baby, how can it be any different if the child is wrapped
 in a mothers womb. We save babies at 20 weeks, not kill them for convenience or
 perceived difficulties.  Its barbaric and morally wrong!

 

NO WAY! You got to be kidding, how could anyone think this is ok!!!!  Come on, STATE
 PARLIAMENTARIANS look at yourself and consider what is being debated. The State
 Goverment is REALLY going over of the top on this one!!!

 

lets try every effort to save both, baby is just as important as the mother

 

If they conscientiously object, moral convictions or whatever, that should be it. If that
 doctor has to refer to a termination doctor then how is that releasing them from there
 objection, it doesn't. Those doctors will still feel they contributed to the termination of a
 baby. Plenty of other doctors around if someone is serious about an abortion, they can go
 to another doctor.

 

What happened to freedom of speech and movement. Babies can be saved and women
 helped by these good people that assist out the front of an abortion clinic, helping at risk
 women from having an abortion is a good thing and lets see the Qld Government support
 those people who spend there time doing this when I'm sure they could think of much
 better things to do, they are trying to help those women in need especially when pregnant.

 

76% of Queenslanders do NOT want abortion in late term of pregnancy according to the
 latest poll. Now why do we want to change what we have now, right now just over 38
 babies are killed for no good reason everyday, that is horrific. These are the poor little
 ones we should be looking after not murdering with sharp objects as they are
 dismembered! This is deeply disturbing this Government is even considering this!!! This
 new opinion poll found a majority of Queenslanders want to keep existing laws or not
 make them easier to have an abortion. This will open the door to sex selection as the bill
 has no protections from this. This bill is out of step with the Queenslanders who the
 Government is meant to be work for. Get rid of this bill completely.
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